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a b s t r a c t 

Each area fingerprint scanner (sensor) has a unique scanner pattern that can be used to distinguish one 

scanner from another. The pattern results from imperfections in the conversion of the signal acquired 

from the object, applied to the scanner, into a digital image. The scanner pattern is a sufficiently unique, 

persistent, and unalterable intrinsic characteristic of the fingerprint scanners even to those of the same 

technology, manufacturer, and model. We propose a model of the image acquisition in widely-used ca- 

pacitive area fingerprint scanners and a method to extract the pattern from a single image and compare 

it with a similarly extracted pattern from another image. The method is very simple and computation- 

ally efficient yet extremely accurate, achieving an equal error rate in the order of 1e-7 for 22 scanners 

of exactly the same model, and is also robust in a wide range of conditions. The scanner pattern can be 

used to enhance the security of a biometric system by detecting an attack in which an image containing 

the fingerprint pattern of the legitimate user and acquired by the authentic fingerprint scanner has been 

replaced by another image that may still contain the fingerprint pattern of the legitimate user but has 

been acquired by another, unauthentic fingerprint scanner, i.e., for scanner authentication . 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

A fingerprint scanner converts the surface or subsurface of the

fingertip skin into a digital signal, typically a digital image [1] .

This conversion can never be made perfect in practice. The im-

perfections induced by the fingerprint scanner we classify into

(a) persistent and largely time-invariant imperfections, which we

call scanner pattern , and (b) imperfections that change rapidly

over time, which we call scanner noise . Although studies that

quantify these imperfections (as non-idealities and variability) of

the fingerprint scanners and their suitability for scanner iden-

tification are publicly unavailable, studies on the variability at

semiconductor level and in digital cameras, FBI’s Personal Identity

Verification (PIV) program tests that certify fingerprint scanners,

and the interoperability problems among fingerprint scanners

strongly suggest that such scanner pattern exists. 

The actual relationship, represented as pixel values in a digital

image, among the scanner pattern, the scanner noise, and the fin-

gerprint pattern (when present) can be very complex. We devel-

oped a simple, approximate, and mathematically tractable model

of this relationship for one type of capacitive fingerprint scanners.
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: vladimir3456@gmail.com (V.I. Ivanov), baras@umd.edu (J.S. 
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sing the model, we also developed a method that extracts the

canner pattern from a single image and compares it with the

canner pattern similarly extracted from another image. A suffi-

ient similarity between the two patterns indicates that the same

ngerprint scanner acquired both images. In this paper, we present

ne well-performing implementation of the method that uses a

iener filter and a correlation coefficient as a similarity score. Us-

ng it, we conducted an open-set scenario test on 4,400 images

cquired by 22 area UPEK fingerprint scanners of exactly the same

odel. We also present the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)

urves in function of the decision threshold, which threshold is

redetermined and independent from the particular scanner under

est. We estimated an equal error rate (ERR) of 4 . 77 · 10 −7 when

sing 50 columns of the image and 2 . 51 · 10 −7 when using 128

olumns. The method is also computationally efficient, robust in a

ide range of conditions, unconditionally stable, does not require

ny hardware modifications and thus can be added as software to

ystems already manufactured and even put into service. 

The method we propose can enhance a biometric system by

ncorporating an additional layer of security that verifies the

uthenticity also of the scanner connected to it, i.e., for scanner

uthentication , by detecting attacks on it, such as detecting if an

mage containing the fingerprint pattern of the legitimate user and

cquired by the authentic fingerprint scanner has been replaced

y another image that may still contain the fingerprint pattern of

he legitimate user but has been acquired by another, unauthentic
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ngerprint scanner. Such verification is increasingly needed be-

ause when authenticating to mobile devices (e.g., smartphones

nd laptops) security problems may arise as this authentication

sually takes place in unsupervised environments (e.g., at home).

ince a mobile device can be easily stolen, an attacker with phys-

cal access to it can launch a powerful attack by manipulating the

ata acquired and transmitted by the biometric scanner. Further-

ore, most biometric information has a low degree of secrecy as

t can be captured by an unintended recipient and without user’s

onsent. Since biometric characteristics are difficult to change and

annot be revoked, their compromise may lead to more serious

onsequences than, for example, compromise of a password. Fi-

ally, the widespread use of biometric technologies is set to make

he biometric information essentially publicly available, with the

ace photos being public even today. Because of these reasons,

he scanner authentication even has the potential to change the

aradigm of the user authentication by replacing the password

y the scanner pattern and thus using it as an authenticator,

hereas the biometric information becomes the identifier, not the

uthenticator as it is used today. 

. Related work 

.1. Variability at semiconductor level 

Regardless of the particular acquisition method, a fingerprint

canner contains an array of minute semiconductor sensor ele-

ents. Our observation is that the scanner pattern stems from the

ariability of (variations in) element characteristics at the semi-

onductor level and is caused by imperfections in the conversion

rom the object applied to a scanner to its output (the digital im-

ge). The variations in the process parameters in semiconductors

all into two general categories. The first is of variations among

hips (lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, and interdie variations) that affect

ll devices manufactured in a lot/from a wafer (e.g., over-etching

educes the length of all transistors and process temperature and

ressure differences induce variations), and they result in system-

tic variations in the device characteristics [2] . The second category

s of intradie variations (due to gradient effects, random compo-

ent variations, and across-field/across-chip linewidth variations).

he term mismatch denotes an intradie parameter variation result-

ng in a difference in the electrical performance of two identical

evices on the same chip; the first order effects that cause mis-

atch are geometry and bias [3] . The second cause for variabil-

ty is the device sensitivity to the process parameter variations.

he difference between the two types of parameters —the pro-

ess parameters (the physically independent parameters) and the

lectrical parameters (the ones of interest to the designer) —that

re used in mismatch modeling of MOSFET transistors was studied

n [4] . 

.2. Digital cameras and flatbed scanners 

The most closely related research on using such device varia-

ions and imperfections is forensics of digital cameras and scan-

ers, which we review next. However, we do not discuss meth-

ds for cameras or scanners that classify different models, brands,

r manufacturers because such methods look for similarities in

he acquisition and/or processing chain of devices of the same

odel, brand, or manufacturer, and therefore are unable to iden-

ify individual devices by problem objective. Not included are

lso methods which are able to identify cameras or scanners

ased on their unique characteristics, but which characteristics

ave not been created as result of manufacturing the device (but

ere introduced afterwards) or are relatively easy to alter, e.g.,
ust particles or scratches on the camera lenses or the scanner

laten. 

The established term for the variability of interest in digital

ameras is “pattern noise” and is used to denote “any spatial pat-

ern that does not change significantly from frame to frame” [5] .

he pattern noise generally has two components: fixed-pattern

oise (FPN) and photo-response non-uniformity (PRNU). The FPN

s the variation in pixel-to-pixel values when the sensor array is

ot illuminated; it is due to variations in the detector size and

n the doping density, and to impurities. The FPN is additive and

ndependent from the image content. The PRNU is the variation

n the pixel responsivity when the sensor array is illuminated.

he PRNU is caused by variations in the detector size, spectral re-

ponse, and coatings’ thickness; it is multiplicative and content de-

endent. Both the FPN and the PRNU are present in both CCD and

MOS image sensors. Besides the pattern noise, the photo image

ensors have temporal noise that changes from frame to frame,

ncluding photodetector shot noise, pixel reset noise, readout cir-

uit thermal and flicker noises, and quantization noise. The term

FPN” was introduced, the FPN in photomatrices first quantified,

nd the variability and causes for it studied in [6] by creating mod-

ls of the variabilities considering the typical contemporary toler-

nces. An early work [7] estimated the pattern noise in two types

f CMOS sensors as a sum of two uncorrelated components, each

odeled as an isotropic autoregressive model of order 1, and stud-

ed the underlying causes for each. 

Imperfections in the imaging sensor provide uniqueness that is

elatively easy to extract. The pioneering studies [8,9] used the co-

rdinates of bright pixels caused by the FPN by averaging 100 dark

ideo frames to identify 9 CCD video cameras of 4 models. Their

ethod was applied in [10] to identify CMOS video cameras based

n the pixel-to-pixel non-uniformity of both the dark current and

he amplifier gain in each sensing element, and in [11] to iden-

ify 12 CCD digital still cameras of the same brand by detecting a

arger set of sensor imperfections. Its extension study [12] to CCD

till cameras detected defect patterns due to dark currents from a

ingle dark image by using local variation and contrast enhance-

ent to isolate white pixels, and was tested on 3 cameras of the

ame model and 10 cameras of different models. A hybrid method

13] based on both FPN and PRNU that used a Gaussian smoothing

lter was tested on 5 cameras of the same model; it also included

amera identification using the non-uniform nature of the CCD

harge transfer circuit and was tested on 20 CCD modules of the

ame model. Although promising, these early studies did not quan-

ify their effectiveness and required the availability of the cameras

r of sufficiently many images. Finally, not all cameras have such

efective pixels, and many cameras postprocess their images in or-

er to remove such defects or the latter may be masked by the

mage content. 

Lukas et al., in [14,15] introduced the currently prevalent ap-

roach for camera identification. It extracts the high-medium fre-

uency part of the pattern noise, assumed to be a stationary ad-

itive white Gaussian signal, by subtracting a version of the image

enoised by a wavelet-based algorithm [16] such that the residue

s essentially the pixel non-uniformity (caused by the different

ight sensitivity of the sensor elements), the dominant component

f the PRNU. However, the estimated pattern noise from images

ith content (e.g., natural scenes) both is non-Gaussian and con-

ains residues from this content. The noise residues extracted from

ultiple (generally 300 and minimum 50) images were averaged

o compute the camera reference pattern. The correlation coeffi-

ients between the noise residue of each image and the reference

atterns of 9 cameras (2 of the same model) were computed, and

he camera corresponding to the maximum coefficient was chosen

n a closed-set scenario test. No misidentifications were recorded

n a set of about 30 0 0 images. Despite its promising performance,
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8  
the method is computationally intensive as it requires 2D-wavelet

4-level decomposition and reconstruction, and local variance

estimation and Wiener filtering in the transform domain at all 4

levels of decomposition. In another test [17] on the same cam-

eras, the reference pattern was correlated with the noise residues

of 300 images per camera, yielding 9 pairs of distributions (of size

300), modeled as Generalized Gaussian. The decision thresholds,

individual for each camera, determined by the Neyman-Pearson

method at false accept rate (FAR) of 10 −3 yielded estimated false

reject rates (FRR) from 1 . 14 · 10 −11 to 4 . 68 · 10 −3 , depending on

the camera. Using an approximate linearization of the sensor out-

put, the continuation studies [18,19] of this method estimated

each reference pattern by using a maximum-likelihood estimator

(MLE) from 30 blue-sky or uniformly-lit images. A binary hypothe-

sis testing with a normalized generalized matched filter was ap-

plied to image blocks, and the filter parameters per block were

estimated by a correlation predictor based on a polynomial multi-

variate least-square estimator using heuristic features from the im-

age. All this extra processing incurred a significant computational

cost. The tests were on 6 cameras (2 of the same model). The de-

cision threshold was determined by limiting the FAR, estimated by

fitting a Generalized Gaussian distribution, to 10 −5 . The FRR per

image was estimated by using the correlation predictor and varied

widely. A major drawback of all studies in this group is that their

decision thresholds were camera and even image dependent, thus

essentially they were not open-set scenario tests. 

A continuation study [20] reported a large-scale open-set sce-

nario test on a public database with over 1 million images ac-

quired by about 6900 cameras covering 150 models, with 60 to

200 images per camera. The FRR was 2 . 38 · 10 −2 and the FAR, esti-

mated by chi-square fitting, 2 . 4 · 10 −5 . The reference pattern was

estimated from 50 images by using the MLE of [18,19] and the

same wavelet-based denoising filter. Peak-to-correlation energy ra-

tio (PCE) was used for detection in a two-channel hypothesis test-

ing problem. A variant [21] of this method was used to verify if

two images were acquired by the same camera with their noise

residues input to a two-channel detector. A large enough ratio be-

tween the primary peak and the secondary peak (PSR) indicated

that both images came from the same camera. Eight cameras (2

of the same model) were tested, with 10 images per camera. The

FAR, estimated from a Gaussian model of the PSR distribution, was

5 · 10 −5 , and the FRR, derived from 45 pairs per camera, was 8.9%

for one camera and 0 for the rest. The method in [22] , similar to

[14,18] , had the reference pattern estimated from about 300 uni-

formly illuminated images and the PRNU extracted by a high-pass

filter equivalent based on a 2D Gaussian filter in the spatial do-

main. To remove the residual scene content, the pixel values above

a threshold were excluded from the correlation coefficient. Each

model of the tested 38 webcam and phone cameras was repre-

sented by at least 8 cameras. For the case of a single test image

and 100 images per camera, the closed-set scenario average accu-

racy was 83.7%; in the open set scenario, the FRR was 89.4% at

FAR 0.1% and the EER 16%. In a different approach [23] for camera

model identification, the features of 3 sets (binary similarity mea-

sures, image-quality measures, and higher-order wavelet statistics)

were reduced from 592 to 192 and then classified by support vec-

tor machines (SVM). The tests on 16 phone cameras, with 2 models

represented by 2 cameras, and 100 training and 100 testing images

per camera, yielded an accuracy of 95.1%, showing a potential for

identifying individual cameras. 

The first method [24] for identifying flatbed scanners used an

anisotropic local polynomial estimator based on directional mul-

tiscale optimization to compute a 2D noise residue, multiples of

which were then averaged for the 2D reference pattern. All rows

of the latter were averaged for the linear row reference pattern,

and averaging all rows of a 2D noise residue produced a linear
oise pattern. A correlation coefficient and SVM using two sets of 8

tatistical features from the linear noise pattern were used for clas-

ification. In the third set of closed-set scenario tests on 4 scanners

2 of the same model), with 150 sub-images (25 images) per scan-

er for SVM training and 150 for testing, the accuracy among 3

nd all 4 scanners was 97.6% and 96%, respectively. In a similar

tudy [25] , the array reference pattern was computed by averag-

ng 100 2D noise residues computed as in [14] and thus they also

ncluded local “disturbances” (e.g., scratches, dust) not caused by

RNU or FPN, whereas the line reference pattern was computed by

veraging the rows of the array reference pattern. No error rates

ere reported for the tests on 5 flatbed scanners (3 of the same

odel) and 4 cameras, but the identification when using the array

eference pattern was better than when using the line reference

attern. Another contemporary method [26] for flatbed scanners

sed 3 sets of noise features, derived from the statistics of the

og-magnitude of the noise residue output of 5 denoising filters,

he high-frequency coefficients of one-stage 2D wavelet decompo-

ition and their goodness-of-fit distance to the normal distribution,

nd the absolute neighborhood prediction error in smooth regions.

he resulting 60 features were reduced to 25 by a PCA and clas-

ified by SVM. Tests on 7 scanners, with 26 photos scanned by

ach, yielded an accuracy of 90.1% with 13 training and 13 test-

ng images, and increased to 95.6% with 25 training and 1 testing

mage. Its extension [27] was tested on 14 scanners (with 3 mod-

ls each represented by 2 scanners), with 100 photos scanned by

ach scanner, 50 images of which for training and 50 for testing.

t achieved 84% accuracy when classifying individual scanners, al-

hough most errors were for scanners of the same model. In an

xtension [28] of [24] , an additional median and two Wiener fil-

ers formed a denoising filter bank of 4 filters, and the statisti-

al properties of the linear column pattern and of the row and

olumn correlation vectors produced 204 features, which were re-

uced to 10 by a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and then clas-

ified by SVM. In tests on 7 of the flatbed scanners (2 of the same

odel), with 200 training subimages and 200 testing, the accuracy

as 99.26%. 

A further improvement [29] of [14] proposed 6 models to re-

uce the scene details in the noise residue by applying small

eight factors to large components (being more likely scene de-

ails) after low-pass filtering in the wavelet domain. The reference

attern was estimated from 50 blue-sky images. The open-set tests

n 6 cameras, with 200 images per camera, yielded best FRR of

.05% at 0 FAR and 1.75% FRR at 0.03% FAR. In an improvement

30] of [19] , only regions of the noise residues with pixels having

he top 20% highest SNR (w.r.t. the PRNU) were used for detection.

 comparative study [31] for the methods in [15,19] , and 2 models

f [29] concluded that the method of [15] combined with a mixed

orrelation coefficient performs best. Each reference pattern, esti-

ated as in [15] from 100 blue-sky images, was correlated with

he noise residues first whitened in the frequency domain. The re-

orted best FRR was 0.36% at 0% FAR in tests on 7 cameras with

00 images per camera. Its improvement [32] introduced a corre-

ation over circular cross-correlation norm as a similarity score to

uppress the contamination from periodic components. The tests

n the same dataset showed best FRR of 0.1% at 0% FAR, outper-

orming [17,19,20,29] . The method in [33] to estimate the reference

attern from fewer images identified regions with similar smooth-

ess and brightness, combined and assigned different weights to

he corresponding regions, and computed the reference pattern as

heir weighted average. The tests on 16 cameras of 4 camera mod-

ls, with 3 or 5 cameras of each model, with 120 test images per

amera, yielded better ROCs over [17] and model #3 of [29] . At

AR of 0.1%, the lowest FRR was 51.7% when using 30 training

mages and 55.7% with 15 training images, with an EER of about

% in both cases. To suppress the non-unique artifacts introduced
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s  
y the CFA interpolation, JPEG compression, and other periodic

perations shared among cameras, the study [34] applied a spec-

rum equalization algorithm on the reference pattern, estimated

rom 50 flatfield images, by detecting and suppressing its promi-

ent peaks. For performance evaluation, it was compared with 2

ther preprocessing algorithms in combination with 6 PRNU ex-

raction algorithms by applying them to 49 cameras, covering 15

odels and 10 brands; it showed considerable improvement in the

OCs for large and medium image block sizes. 

In one of the alternative methods [35] , a spectral noise was

xtracted by denoising with an unsharp filter, DCT, and high-pass

ltering. Using the lowest Euclidean distance as a score, the

losed-set tests on 8 scanners with 160 training and 160 testing

mages per scanner yielded best accuracy of 99.06%. A novel sparse

D transform-domain collaborative filtering (BM3D) was used for

enoising in [36] . Reference [37] proposed an edge adaptive

attern noise predictor based on context adaptive interpolation

nd adaptive Wiener filter in the spatial domain to remove scene

etails. A simpler, faster, and easier to implement method [38] us-

ng a median filter and anisotropic diffusion algorithm for image

enoising achieved EER of 0.5% and FRR of 1.4% at FAR of 0.1%

hen tested on 69 cameras of 7 models (10 cameras per model,

xcept for one) with 50 to 150 images per camera. Another simple

ltering method [39] used a 2D adaptive Wiener and two median

lters, both in spatial domain, and retained for matching 20% of

he pixels with the largest magnitudes. The reference pattern was

stimated from over 100 blue-sky images. Tests on 18 cameras,

ncluding 2 sets of 6 cameras of the same model, showed signif-

cant improvement in the ROCs over the common wavelet-based

ethod. In study [40] , the PRNU was converted into additive by

omomorphic filtering, extracted by energy level with SVD, and

atched with PCE. It was tested on 5 models of phone cameras

ith 2 units of each model, with 50 training and 50 testing images

er camera. In another study [41] , pixels with similar noise residue

alues were clustered, and pixels from positive and negative clus-

ers were combined in cluster-pairs. An image was decided to

e acquired by the same camera if the number of mismatched

luster-pairs was below a threshold. An SVM generalization study

42] for two open-set classifications—camera attribution (to verify 

f an image was acquired by a specific camera) and device linking

to verify if two images were acquired by the same camera)—used

eature vectors composed of the correlations from 9 regions of

he image and proposed decision boundary carving to adjust

he decision hyperplane of an SVM classifier to reduce the false

atches from unknown classes. The method was tested on large

atasets and yielded 97.18% accuracy for the camera attribution

nd 87.4% for the device linking on large datasets. Finally, the

tudy [43] proposed 3 enhancements: an improved locally adap-

ive DCT denoising filter to reduce the effect of the scene details,

 new weighted averaging for the reference patterns (estimated

rom 50 natural images), and concatenating the reference patterns

f each of the 3 color channels in order to exploit the presence

f physical PRNU components in the different channels before

omputing a circular correlation norm for a similarity score. It was

ested on 2 datasets, containing 13 cameras covering 8 models

nd 10 cameras covering 6 models, respectively, and yielded best

verall results of 90.26% TAR at 10 −3 FAR for 512x512 image

locks. 

A fundamentally different yet related approach to using both

iometric and sensor information for authentication is [44] . It

ombines iris recognition with sensor recognition based on phone

amera PRNU into a single authentication decision via two types of

usion: at feature level by concatenating the iris and sensor feature

ectors and using the resulting vector as a new feature vector, and

t score level by averaging the two normalized scores (of iris and

ensor). 
.3. Fingerprint scanners 

The existence of a pattern in fingerprint scanners can be in-

erred from MITRE’s test procedures [45] for verifying the image

uality specifications for fingerprint scanners required by the FBI’s

IV program [46] . Two controlled scanner characteristics provide

irect evidence about that: the gray level uniformity and the spa-

ial frequency response. Two other characteristics, the geometric

ccuracy and the input-output relation (the linearity), are also in-

icative but difficult to measure for our purposes. Indirect evidence

bout variability is the raw image incompatibility, which is a ma-

or source of interoperability problems [47] , i.e., the decrease in

he performance of the matching algorithms when using one fin-

erprint scanner for enrolment and another one for verification or

dentification. 

To exploit this pattern, the method for digital cameras of

14,17] was applied in [48] to 16 optical and 4 capacitive finger-

rint scanners in 3 sets. In the first set, containing 2 optical mod-

ls with 3 scanners each and 400 images per scanner, the accuracy

as 99.65% with a single training image and 100% with 4 images

r more, but most errors were among scanners of the same (op-

ical) model. In the third set, with 8 scanners (optical and capac-

tive), with 80 images per scanner, the accuracy was 98% with 64

raining images but dropped to about 85% with 1 image. In the

econd, the most problematic set, with 3 models (2 optical and

 capacitive) having 2 scanners each and 10 0 0 images per scan-

er, there were many errors even for optical scanners of the same

odel. The highest accuracy of 95% was with 256 training im-

ges but dropped to 45% with 1 image. Our explanation for this

egarding the fingerprint scanners of the same model, especially

ith 1 training image, is that capacitive fingerprint scanners have

ery different image acquisition from optical scanners (and digital

ameras), which requires another approach. 

A critical drawback of the PRNU-based methods is their poor

erformance with a single or even a few training images, which,

owever, is the case in biometric authentications where typically 3

o 5 images become enrolled. Moreover, to achieve high accuracy,

ome of these methods require homogeneous training images,

.g., uniformly lit or of a blue sky, which is inapplicable to our

ase because the enrolled image(s) contain fingerprint patterns.

urthermore, the mixture of the fingerprint pattern and the

canner pattern in capacitive fingerprint scanners is not simply

ultiplicative (as in case of PRNU) because the image acquisition

n these scanners is very different from that in digital cameras.

inally, an image acquired by swipe scanners manifests a structure

hat if exploited eliminates the need for 2D signal processing,

hich is what the PRNU-based methods use. 

Our method [49–51] to distinguish area fingerprint scanners of

he same model using a single image, acquired by each scanner,

sed 2D wavelet decomposition and reconstruction by zeroing the

L-subband coefficients, and a correlation coefficient, computed us-

ng the pixels with magnitudes below a threshold. In open-set tests

n 24 capacitive fingerprint scanners of exactly the same model,

ith 90 images per scanner, the two histograms of correlation co-

fficients were very clearly separated with their centers far apart.

y fitting Gaussian PDFs in the worst-case scenario, we estimated

n EER of 2 . 8 · 10 −10 . Although simple, universal, and extremely

ccurate, the method is computationally intensive (due to the 2D

avelet transform) and uses many (all) pixels of the image. 

. Signal model and signal characteristics 

.1. Signals and signal model 

The imperfections induced by the fingerprint scanner we clas-

ify into two categories: (a) imperfections that are persistent and
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FINGERPRINT 
SENSOR 

SIGNAL PROC-
ESSING UNIT 

INTERFACE 
UNIT 

Fig. 1. A block diagram of a fingerprint scanner. 

Fig. 2. Examples for scanner imperfections: scanner pattern and scanner noise. 
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Fig. 3. Blocks and their histograms from images with air and a fingerprint. 
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largely time-invariant, which we call scanner pattern , and (b) im-

perfections that change rapidly over time, which we call scanner

noise . The scanner pattern can be a function of many and diverse

factors, e.g., the specific sensing method, the semiconductor tech-

nology, the chip layout, the circuit design, and the post-processing.

However, pinpointing the exact factors or much less quantifying

them is difficult because such information is proprietary. Neverthe-

less, our observation is that the scanner pattern is mainly caused

by non-idealities and variability in the fingerprint sensor ( Fig. 1 );

however, the signal processing unit can also contribute to it. 

The intrinsic characteristics that determine the scanner pattern,

as per our definition, remain relatively unchanged over time. Vari-

ations in these characteristics, however, may still exist and may

be caused by environmental changes, e.g., changes in temperature,

air pressure, air humidity, and sensor surface moisture; material

aging; or scratches, liquid permeability, and ESD impact on the

surface. The scanner noise is generally caused by non-idealities in

the conversion that vary considerably within short periods of time,

e.g., thermal noise (inherently present in any electronic circuit)

and quantization noise (from the analog-to-digital conversion). An

example for scanner imperfections is shown in Fig. 2 . Image A was

acquired with no object applied to the scanner platen, and image

B is a small block from it. The three adjacent pixels have different

gray scales: #1 is darker than #3 and #2 is lighter than #3. Since

no fingerprint pattern was present, these variations are due only

to the combined effect of the scanner pattern and the scanner

noise. However, separating the two from a single image is difficult

(and unnecessary) for authenticating the scanner. 

In each image pixel, the actual function describing the relation-

ship among the scanner pattern, the scanner noise, and the finger-

print pattern (when present) can be very complex. This function

depends on the particular sensing technology, the scanner design,

and its implementation, all of which are proprietary and usually

publicly unavailable. Moreover, even if the function could be deter-

mined exactly, using it to estimate the scanner pattern might prove

analytically intractable or require computationally impractical sig-

nal processing. To avoid this, by considering only the major factors

and by using approximations, we developed an approximate but

simple and mathematically tractable signal model of this relation-

ship. By using this model, we developed methods that extract the

scanner pattern from a single image and compare it with the scan-

ner pattern extracted from another image. A sufficient similarity
etween the two patterns indicates that one and the same scanner

cquired both images. 

Generally, in area (a.k.a. touch) scanners, the fingertip is ap-

lied to the platen without moving it afterwards. The sensor el-

ments then take a “snapshot” of the whole fingertip and convert

he reading into a digital image. The method proposed here we

eveloped for the capacitive area scanners of UPEK, Inc., known

s TouchChip 

® scanners (sensors). UPEK was acquired by Authen-

ec, Inc., in 2010, then AuthenTec was acquired in 2012 by Apple,

nc., which in 2013 sold the UPEK technology to DigitalPersona,

nc., which in turn merged with Crossmatch, Inc., in 2014. Never-

heless, we refer to them hereinafter as “area UPEK scanners” as

hey are still known in the industry or simply as “area scanners”

ereinafter unless noted otherwise. Each such scanner that we

sed is a TCEFC1 module, contains a TCS1 area sensor, and is con-

ected (via a development kit) to a computer via a USB. The TCS1

rea sensor is the only capacitive (and generally solid-state) finger-

rint sensor that is FIPS-201 certified. Hereinafter we refer to the

apacitive swipe UPEK scanners of [50,52] as “swipe scanners.”

We propose the following signal model: 

(i, j) = 

s (i, j) 

1 + s (i, j) f (i, j) 
+ n (i, j, t) (1)

here g ( i, j ) is the pixel value of the image at row i and column

, f ( i, j ) is the fingerprint pattern, s ( i, j ) is the scanner pattern, and

 ( i, j, t ) is the scanner noise. The independent variable t is time and

epresents the temporal nature of the scanner noise across differ-

nt image acquisitions; hence the scanner noise n ( i, j, t ) becomes

 ( i, j ) when considering a single image. 

Each pixel value g ( i, j ) has 8 bits (although some implementa-

ions produce fewer effective bits per pixel) and ranges from 0 to

55 grayscale levels. An implicit assumption in (1) is that the pixel

alues g ( i, j ) as saved in a computer file are not further compressed

r enhanced by image processing to facilitate the biometric au-

hentication, or are compressed or enhanced, but the scanner pat-

ern information in them has not been destroyed or substantially

ltered. Fig. 3 shows blocks of pixels from two images acquired by

he same scanner. Since the first image was acquired with air (i.e.,

ithout a fingertip applied to it), the pixel non-uniformity can be
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Fig. 4. Scanner pattern and pixel values g ( i, j ) of 3 fingerprint images. 
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ue only to the scanner pattern and the scanner noise. The sec-

nd image was acquired with a fingertip, and its histogram con-

ists of two regions: one with ridges and another one with valleys;

he second region is roughly similar to the histogram in the upper

lot. 

.2. Signal characteristics 

.2.1. Fingerprint pattern f ( i, j ) 

A scanner scans the surface (or subsurface) of the fingertip skin,

hich is a sequence of ridges and valleys, and represents it as a 2D

ignal. Along with the scanner imperfections, this process may also

nclude non-linear transformations, e.g., projection of the 3D fin-

ertip onto the 2D scanner platen, non-linear sensing of the ridges

nd valleys, and converting these readings into electrical signals,

ence making the fingerprint pattern in the image a non-linear

unction of the actual skin surface. 

For our purposes, we can view f ( i, j ) in either dimension

oughly as one dominant single-frequency oscillation (along with

ts harmonics) that depends on the width of the ridges and val-

eys, which are specific for each individual. It also depends on the

nger type: thumbs typically have wider ridges and deeper valleys

han little fingers (on the hands of the same person). Also typically,

ndex fingers have narrower ridges and valleys than thumbs but

ider than little fingers. This frequency also depends on the gen-

er (men typically have wider ridges and valleys than women) and

n the age (children usually have narrower ridges and valleys). Fi-

ally, it may also vary even within the same fingertip. For our pur-

oses, a precise estimate of it is unnecessary and since it also can-

ot be relied upon, we did not study it in detail. Nevertheless, we

oncluded that about 0.63 radians per pixel is a sufficiently rep-

esentative and accurate frequency. Furthermore, the spatial scan-

ing resolution of the scanners is sufficiently high as they sample

he fingertip skin at the rate of about 10 times faster than a typical

 ( i, j ) along either dimension. Finally, the fingerprint pattern f ( i, j )

as in our model (1) ) is normalized to (0, 1]. In the regions of ridge

ops, f ( i, j ) ≈ 1 and there g ( i, j ) ≈ 1. In the regions of valley bottoms
 ( i, j ) ≈ 0 and in regions with absolutely no skin, i.e., away from the

ngertip, f (i, j) = 0 , thus g ( i, j ) ≈ s ( i, j ). 

Fig. 4 shows the pixel values of the same column from 3 im-

ges containing fingerprints of an index, thumb, and little finger

cquired by the same area UPEK scanner. The regions correspond-

ng to valleys and ridges are marked, and the regions where the

ixel value g ( i, j ) mimics s ( i, j ) are circled. Besides the segments

ith smooth valleys and ridges, and the almost periodic segments,

here are many irregularities, e.g., “spikes.” A major problem, how-

ver, are the regions with constant (close to 0) values in the im-

ge with a thumb (e.g., 31% of its pixels), where the scanner satu-

ates and the signal “clips.” This is typically caused by the fingertip

eing strongly pressed onto the platen, by too wide ridges, or by

oaked skin. While clipping may not cause problems for the fin-

erprint recognition, extracting scanner pattern from such regions

s impossible, so they have to be excluded from further processing.

.2.2. Scanner noise n ( i, j, t ) 

We denote by n ( i, j, t ) the combined effect of all factors that

esult in short-term variations, i.e., from within several seconds to

uch faster, in the pixel values of consecutively acquired images

nder exactly the same acquisition conditions (e.g., when the

ngertip is not changed in position on the scanner, the finger-

rint pressing force is kept constant, and the skin moisture is

nchanged) and under exactly the same environmental conditions

e.g., without changes in temperature, air humidity, and air pres-

ure). Reproducing the exact same conditions with a fingertip ap-

lied is certainly impossible and therefore this is only an abstrac-

ion to define the scanner noise. Examples for individual noises in

uch short-term variations are thermal, shot, flicker, and so forth

oises present in any electronic circuit, and quantization noise

the distortion from the A/D conversion). Other contributing fac-

ors may also exist, but identifying and quantifying them without

etails about the specific scanner implementation (which is propri-

tary) is difficult and we have made no effort to do so. A plausible

ssumption is that the aggregate effect of all short-term variations

an be modeled as a temporal additive noise (as widely-assumed
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in electronic circuits) as we defined in (1) , and the statistical

characteristics of this aggregate noise are only important for us. 

It is, however, possible to ensure sufficiently similar image ac-

quisition conditions by using a predetermined object instead of a

fingertip. The best such object for capacitive sensing is air, i.e., with

no object applied. Then, the fingerprint pattern f (i, j) = 0 and the

pixel values g (po) (i, j) = s (i, j) + n (i, j, t) . By using this, we charac-

terized the scanner noise by acquiring 6600 images with air: 300

images with 22 area UPEK scanners in 3 groups, each with 100

images. The first group was acquired about 1.5 years before the

second one, which was acquired several days before the third one.

The images in each group were acquired consecutively, immedi-

ately one after another within time not tightly controlled (due to

acquisition limitations) but at least 2 sec. All images in a group for

a scanner were acquired within several minutes and thus the scan-

ner pattern presumably remained unchanged within each group.

However, the scanner pattern might still have changed among the

groups. 

The scanner noise n ( i, j, t ) can be characterized in two domains:

temporal for each pixel ( i, j ) and spatial across the pixels at a given

t , and we assume that n ( i, j, t ) has zero mean in both temporal and

spatial domain. The two sets of characteristics are not necessarily

the same. Our study [50] on the temporal characteristics concluded

that verifying accurately a Gaussian assumption about its distribu-

tion is difficult and for some pixels it may not hold true mainly be-

cause of outliers (probably due to a bursty noise component) and

defective pixels (producing constant values regardless of the input).

Thus, to verify the Gaussian assumption about the dominant noise

factor, hypothesis tests need to be applied carefully, e.g., by ex-

cluding such anomalies. Another unsurmountable problem is the

quantization because it is too coarse for the scanner noise. In sum,

relying on a normality assumption for the scanner noise would be

incorrect. 

Since the scanner pattern s ( i, j ) does not change rapidly over

time, the sample variance of g ( po ) ( i, j ) at a pixel ( i, j ) across all

images in a group provides an estimate for the temporal scanner

noise variance. We in [50] first computed the sample variance at

each pixel per scanner separately for each of the 3 groups, then

averaged the variances for all pixels per scanner and per group,

and these three variances we averaged to compute the average

variance per scanner. We concluded that the sample variance per

scanner ranges from 1.392 to 2.035, with an average variance of

1.785 across all scanners. We note, however, that our method does

not use the scanner noise variance separately and thus this is a

sufficiently accurate estimate for it. Another scanner noise charac-

teristic is its correlation in time, but as the time interval between

two consecutive image acquisitions could not be tightly controlled,

estimating accurately the temporal autocorrelation function of the

scanner noise was infeasible. 

Since our method needs only a single image, of greater im-

portance are not the noise temporal but spatial characteristics.

Because of the variable mean and offset of the scanner pattern

(see 3.2.3 ), using the sample mean of g ( po ) ( i, j ) in an image to

compute the variance of the spatial scanner noise would not yield

an accurate estimate for it. However, by averaging we computed

an estimate ˆ s (i, j) of the scanner pattern because the sample mean

of n ( i, j, t ) along t at each pixel ( i, j ) tends to 0 (by the law of large

numbers) since we assume the scanner noise n ( i, j, t ) to be zero

mean along t . In addition, the time t is discrete and represented

by the index m of each image within a group. Therefore: 

ˆ n m 

(i, j) = g (po) 
m 

(i, j) − ˆ s (i, j) ; ˆ s (i, j) = 

1 

K 

K ∑ 

k =1 

g (po) 
k 

(i, j) 

where K is the number of images in that group. We then computed

the sample variance of ˆ n m 

(i, j) along each column and averaged
t for all columns in an image. We averaged along one dimension

nstead of two because our method processes one-dimensional

equences of pixels, e.g., columns or rows. Next, we averaged

hese variances per scanner for all 100 images in each group and

hen averaged these 3 sample variances per scanner. The sample

ariance per scanner ranges from 1.343 to 1.991, with an average

ariance of 1.735 across all scanners [50] ; these variances are very

lose to the corresponding temporal variances. 

Similarly to the scanner noise distribution in time, in [50] we

erformed hypothesis tests for normality in space and compared

ts Empirical Distribution Function (EDF) to the Gaussian distribu-

ion. We noticed that between ± 2 σ and ± 3 σ around its mean,

arge deviations from the Gaussian distribution amounted to heavy

ails (using the term loosely for tails above the Gaussian distribu-

ion). There were also outliers beyond ± 3 σ , which we excluded

rom the hypothesis tests. We quantified the deviation from the

aussian distribution as the percentage of columns (in an image)

or which the null hypothesis could be rejected and concluded that

his percentage was significant. We suppose that this is due to the

eavy tails, which are typically beyond ± 2 σ , affecting ∼ 5% of the

ixels, so we believe they are not of a concern as the Gaussian

t is otherwise very good. In summary, the scanner noise both in

ime and in space, although overall close to Gaussian, exhibits con-

iderable deviations, which can be due to heavy tails, outliers, and

oarse quantization. The percentage of pixels or columns with the

aussian hypothesis rejected is not negligible. For this reason, we

eveloped a method robust against significant deviations from nor-

ality. 

.2.3. Scanner pattern s ( i, j ) 

As already discussed, we obtained estimates ˆ s (i, j) of the scan-

er pattern by averaging g ( po ) ( i, j ) across images. Such estimates

omputed from the 3 groups of images for one column of one

canner is shown in the upper plot of Fig. 5 . We made the

ollowing observations: 

) Variable mean. The initial slightly downward trend in ˆ s (i, j) af-

er about row index 200 turns steeply upward, increasing by about

0 at the end. Such trends are probably due to gradient effects in

he semiconductors across the chip area and result in a variable

non-stationary) mean of the random field s ( i, j ). 

) (Non-constant) offset. Although very similar, the 3 estimates dif-

er slightly, with their sample means being about 0.9 different.

hile the first difference (the lower plot) is small, the second is

bout twice larger. Also, while relatively consistent, these differ-

nces are unequal across rows and are too large to be attributed

olely to estimation inaccuracy due to the scanner noise. We no-

iced, however, that this “offset” is relatively constant for all pixels

f an image. 

Because of these two effects, the scanner pattern s ( i, j ) can-

ot be directly used as a persistent characteristic of each scan-

er (its temperature dependence is discussed later). Therefore, we

ecompose s ( i, j ) into two components: 

 (i, j) = μs (i, j) + s v (i, j) , (2)

here: 

• μs ( i, j ) is the mean of the scanner pattern. It varies gradually in

space but may (considerably) change over time in the long term

and also under different environmental conditions. Therefore,

our objective is to remove μs ( i, j ) because it is not reproducible

and cannot serve as a persistent characteristic of the individual

scanners. 
• s v ( i, j ) varies rapidly in space but is relatively invariant in time

(both in short term and in long term) and under different en-

vironmental conditions. We estimate and use this variable part
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s v ( i, j ) because it can serve as a persistent scanner characteristic

and hence authenticate the scanner. 

Therefore, by low-pass filtering ˆ s (i, j) with F { . } and then sub-

racting the result from ˆ s (i, j) , we can obtain an estimate for

 v ( i, j ): 

ˆ 
 v (i, j) = 

ˆ s (i, j) − F{ ̂  s (i, j) } (3)

or F{ . } , a (possibly non-causal) moving-average filter, which es-

entially computes the local (sample) mean of s v ( i, j ), is an ex-

remely simple yet sufficient filter for our purposes, although using

ther low-pass filters is also possible. For illustration in this sec-

ion, we apply column-wise an 11-tap non-causal moving-average

lter. To avoid edge effects, each column is padded on both ends

ith its symmetric replicas about the ends (discussed later). Such

omputed estimates ˆ s v (i, j) from the three ˆ s (i, j) of Fig. 5 are

hown in Fig. 6 . The lower plot shows two of the correlation coeffi-

ients, both being practically 1, and the corresponding differences,

hich seldom exceed ± 0.5. Thus, a simple moving-average filter

liminated both the variable mean and the offset problems, essen-

ially yielding a persistent representation of the scanner pattern. 

Similarly to the scanner noise, in [50] we performed hypothesis

ests for normality on s v ( i, j ) and compared its EDF to the Gaus-

ian distribution. Outliers beyond ± 3 σ , however, were present and

herefore we excluded them from the hypothesis tests. We again

uantified the deviation from the Gaussian distribution as the per-

entage of columns for which the Gaussian hypothesis could be

ejected, and this percentage here was negligible. However, since

ur method uses a single image, it “sees” the combined effect of

he scanner pattern and the (spatial) scanner noise. Moreover, sep-

rating s v ( i, j ) and n ( i, j, t ) is virtually impossible as both have

ero-mean roughly Gaussian distributions and, therefore, their sum

as also a (zero-mean) roughly Gaussian distribution. Thus, the

ethod essentially estimates (and matches) the composite signal

 v (i, j) + n (i, j, t) . For this reason, we performed hypothesis tests

lso on the variable part of g ( po ) ( i, j ) (as it contains n ( i, j, t )) along
olumns using the same F{ . } . The difference (with respect to the

canner pattern-only case) in the percentage of columns rejected

as immaterial, and thus the aggregate distribution can also be

ssumed Gaussian. Nevertheless, deviations from normality were

resent, in particular outliers and possibly heavy tails. In addition,

he “clipping” problem creates signal portions with undetermined

canner pattern (it would be incorrect if assumed 0). Therefore, we

eveloped the method to be robust against deviations from nor-

ality and to be able to handle the “clipping” problem. If the sig-

als were truly Gaussian, the method would be optimal but being

obust (and efficient) is more important. 

We in [50] also studied the dependence of the scanner pat-

ern from temperature by acquiring images with air. Because of

he difficulty in controlling accurately the temperature of the scan-

er platen, it was impossible to acquire images at exactly the same

emperature (other than at room temperature), from which to es-

imate s ( i, j ). Therefore, we used g ( po ) ( i, j ), which contains both

 ( i, j ) and n ( i, j, t ); examples for it are shown in Fig. 7 . The upper

lot shows the last 100 rows (for better visibility) of column #100

f g ( po ) ( i, j ) at low temperature ( ∼ 5 °C) and at high temperature

 ∼ 40 °C), and the scanner pattern estimated from 100 images with

ir at room temperature. Fig. 7 shows the variable part of these

ignals, computed with the same moving-average filter F{ . } , and

he correlation coefficients computed for all 360 rows. Note that

he scanner pattern shifts down with temperature decrease and

p with temperature increase. A temperature difference of ∼ 34 °C
hanges the scanner pattern with about 30 grayscales levels, sug-

esting that a change from 0 °C to 40 °C leads to an increase of

bout 35 to 40 grayscale levels ( ∼ 15% of the 8-bit range). 

We in [50] also observed that water on the scanner platen

hanges the scanner pattern. While water is homogeneous, covers

he platen uniformly, and adheres tightly to it, unlike air however,

t is not the ideal predetermined object. Water decreases the scan-

er pattern (like decreasing temperature does), but the decrease is

ot uniform across the area and is much larger (can be over 100
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Fig. 6. s v ( i, j ) computed using an 11-tap moving-average filter from the signals in Fig. 5 and their differences and correlation coefficients. 

Fig. 7. Effect of temperature on the scanner pattern and its variable part. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of water on the scanner pattern. 

Fig. 9. Effect of water on the variable part of the scanner pattern. 
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evels). This is shown in Fig. 8 where the pixel values g ( w ) ( i, j ) are

hen water covers the platen completely; the scanner pattern esti-

ate is again from 100 images with air. Although in absolute lev-

ls completely different, their variable parts remain substantially

he same, as shown in Fig. 9 for the last 100 rows of the same sig-

als, computed with the same F{ . } . Their correlation coefficients,

omputed for all 360 rows, are very high (shown in Fig. 9 also). 

The variable part s v ( i, j ) is quantified by the variance σ 2 
s of the

canner pattern, estimated from image(s): (a) specifically acquired

or this (i.e., with air) or (b) during normal operation, for which

s and s ( i, j ) need to be estimated first. In (a), the global (i.e., us-

ng all image pixels) estimate for μs ranges roughly from 150 to

20, typically ∼ 200, and ˆ s (i, j) can be estimated by averaging (dis-

ussed earlier). Because of the variable mean μs (and its depen-

ence from temperature and water), however, computing σ 2 
s using

he global sample mean may result in a conservatively large esti-

ate and possibly worse overall performance. Therefore, it is bet-

er to compute local estimates by averaging in small blocks. Since

ur method does one-dimensional processing (e.g., in columns),

e computed the local estimates ˆ μs (i, j) in one dimension as

ollows: 

ˆ s (i, j) = 

1 

L 

� (L −1) / 2 � ∑ 

l= −� L/ 2 � 
ˆ s (i + l, j ) ˆ σ 2 

s ( j ) = 

1 

I 

I ∑ 

i =1 

( ̂  s (i, j ) − ˆ μs (i, j)) 2 

(4) 

here I is the number of rows in the image. L in the range

5,20] gives a good estimate; we used L = 11 . When the index

(i + l) falls outside the image, L is decreased accordingly. Next we
veraged ˆ σ 2 
s ( j) across all j to compute the sample variance ˆ σ 2 

s ,

ne per group of 100 images, whose 3 estimates we finally aver-

ged for each scanner. Thus computed variance ranges from 12.459

o 19.317 across our batch of scanners, with average 15.423. Instead

f using it, the method may compute ˆ σ 2 
s during scanner enrolment

rom images with air. 

Since our method uses a single image, from which separating

 v ( i, j ) and n ( i, j, t ) is virtually impossible, of greater importance

s the variance of the two combined. Therefore, we used g ( po ) ( i, j )

nstead of ˆ s (i, j) in (4) to compute the combined estimates ˆ σ 2 ( j)

nd then averaged them for each scanner. It ranges from 13.678

o 20.952, with average 17.00 across all scanners. Computing an

ccurate variance estimate is important, but our method is robust

gainst wide deviations in it. Finally, our study [50] concluded that

hile the scanner pattern has some correlation, we can assume

t is largely uncorrelated, i.e., approximately white. However lim-

ted, such correlation still exists and can even be different along

olumns than along rows, again calling for a robust method. 

.3. Signal inversion 

Because of the division and multiplication in (1) , directly sep-

rating s ( i, j ) from f ( i, j ) is difficult. To simplify this, we propose

sing inversion and define h (i, j) 
� = 1 /g(i, j) and h (i, j) 

� = 1 when

(i, j) = 0 . We [50] estimated that the scanner noise n ( i, j, t ) is

uch smaller than the first additive term in (1) . Then: 

 (i, j) 
� = 

1 

g(i, j) 
= 

1 

s (i, j) 
1+ s (i, j) f (i, j) 

+ n (i, j, t) 
≈ 1 

s (i, j) 
+ f (i, j) (5)
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PREPRO-
CESSING SELECTION FILTERING MASKING MATCHING

u v x y dg

Fig. 10. Signal processing modules and conceptual diagram of operation. 
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which makes their separation possible using simple processing. We

developed a Gaussian approximation for the inverse of a Gaussian

random variable (see Appendix), according to which 1/ s ( i, j ) has

approximately N(1 /μs , 
(
σs /μ2 

s 

)2 
) when μs �σ s . Thus, the problem

of separating s ( i, j ) and f ( i, j ) gets reduced to separating a Gaussian

signal from an oscillating additive signal, which can be done com-

putationally efficiently. We note that due to the inevitable pres-

ence of n ( i, j, t ), of importance for the processing of pixels in the

valleys is not the scanner pattern alone, but its combination with

the spatial scanner noise (discussed earlier). Due to the inversion

approximation, the same reasoning applies. 

We also observed that the inversion generally can be avoided as

at the valley bottoms (where f ( i, j ) ≈ 0), the scanner pattern can be

relatively easily extracted because g ( i, j ) ≈ s ( i, j ). However, the fin-

gerprint pattern f ( i, j ) is sufficiently close to 0 only for very small

part of the pixels in an image containing a fingerprint. Therefore,

one can limit the signal processing only to those pixels for which

the approximation g ( i, j ) ≈ s ( i, j ) is sufficiently accurate or alterna-

tively use larger part of the image where it is not. Although both

approaches work, each degrades the overall performance. 

3.4. Method 

Fig. 10 shows the conceptual diagram of modules, along with

the main interface signals among them, in which the signal g , the

acquired image, is processed to produce the scanner verification

decision d . A module can process the signal in several ways, each

called a mode of operation. The modules in Fig. 10 and their modes

are a subset of those in [50,53,54] , and are provided to illustrate

the concept and demonstrate an example performance. 

3.4.1. Preprocessing module 

It takes as input g and produces u , a 2D signal with the same

size as g . It has two modes: direct u (i, j) = g(i, j) and inverse

u (i, j) = h (i, j) . 

3.4.2. Selection module 

It selects pixels from u and produces v , a column vector. This is

needed because (a) selecting only some of the pixels in a specific

order facilitates the signal processing, (b) it reduces the computa-

tional requirements and time as only part of the pixels are used,

and (c) all subsequent processing becomes one dimensional. For

example, the one-dimensional autocorrelation function of the scan-

ner pattern along columns is approximately a Dirac delta function,

so columnwise it can be assumed to be a white process. 

A number b of columns (line segments) containing N pixels

each are selected from u , with each column becoming a col-

umn vector, and concatenated to construct v . It is possible to se-

lect only part of or all I rows, in which case N = I. If column j

of u is the first line segment, then the corresponding vector is

v 1 = [ u (1 , j) u (2 , j) . . . u (N, j)] T . The other vectors v 2 , v 3 , . . . v c ,

where c is the number of columns to be concatenated, are con-

structed in the same way. Finally, these vectors form the total vec-

tor v T = [ v T 
1 

v T 
2 
. . . v T c ] with size cN . 

It is possible to select all columns of an image or only some

of them, in which case we recommend selecting non-adjacent,

about evenly spaced columns across the whole image because

this reduces the statistical dependence among the selected pixels.
oreover, using pixels from all regions of the image ensures that

 sufficiently many have highly accurate estimate of the scan-

er pattern. Selecting about 10 non-adjacent columns can ensure

ood and reliable performance; then v contains about 3,600 pix-

ls or only about 4% of the total (360 × 256) = 92 , 160 pixels, thus

reatly reducing the computations. Finally, instead of columns, it

s also possible to select rows or diagonal lines of pixels (as in

50,53,54] ). 

.4.3. Filtering module 

By using a smoothing filter F{ . } , this module filters v to pro-

uce x , which contains the scanner pattern: 

 = v − F{ v } (6)

he module also removes the (variable) mean μs of the scanner

attern, yielding only its variable part s v . Depending on the type

f F{ . } , the module can operate in several modes, e.g., bypass and

oving-average, as shown in [50,53] . Here we describe the case

hen the filter F{ . } is an adaptive Wiener filter. We first sketch

 summary for the one-dimensional case as presented in [55] .

or two zero-mean second-order-stationary linearly-independent

iscrete-space processes a signal p ( k ) and an additive noise q ( k )

where k is an integer), the linear space-invariant filter b ( k ) that

stimates p ( k ) from an observation r(k ) = p(k ) + q (k ) by minimiz-

ng the mean square error E[ | p(k ) − r(k ) ∗ b(k ) | 2 ] has the Fourier

ransform ( ω is the angular frequency): 

 (ω) = 

S p (ω) 

S p (ω) + S q (ω) 
= 

ρ( ω) 

ρ( ω) + 1 

, 

here ρ(ω) 
�= 

S p (ω) 

S q (ω) 
is the SNR and S p ( ω) and S q ( ω) are the PSDs.

f p ( k ) and q ( k ) are Gaussian random processes, then the Wiener

lter is also the optimal non-linear mean-square error estimator.

t frequencies with high SNR, B ( ω) ≈ 1 and the observation r ( k )

asses almost unchanged through the filter, which almost com-

letely suppresses, i.e., B ( ω) ≈ 0, the frequency components with

ow SNR. When the filter b ( k ) changes depending on the signal lo-

al characteristics, it becomes space variant, and then instead of

sing fixed S p ( ω) and S q ( ω), they can be estimated locally, along

ith the means of p ( k ) and q ( k ). The simplest way is to assume

 ( k ) and q ( k ) white; then the local SNRs S p ( ω) and S q ( ω) become

onstant in frequency and S p (ω) = σ 2 
p and S q (ω) = σ 2 

q , thus mak-

ng b ( k ) a scaled Dirac delta function. Then the filtering depends

n the relationship between the local σ 2 
p and σ 2 

q : where locally
2 
p < σ 2 

q , the filter suppresses q ( k ), so its output is approximately

qual to the local mean of p ( k ); otherwise, the observation r ( k ) re-

ains almost unchanged. Since the (local) variance σ 2 
p is unknown

nd generally difficult to estimate, an estimate of the variance of

 ( k ) is used instead because σ 2 
r = σ 2 

p + σ 2 
q . Finally, the filter output

s a smoothed version, an estimate, of p ( k ): 

ˆ p (k ) = μp ( k ) + 

max (0 , σ 2 
r ( k ) − σ 2 

q ) 

max (σ 2 
r ( k ) , σ

2 
q ) 

( p ( k ) − μp ( k ) ) , (7)

here k is the index. The mean μp ( k ) is the local mean of p ( k ),

nd μp (k ) = μr (k ) , the local mean of r ( k ), since q ( k ) is zero mean.

ssumed to be known is only σ 2 
q because σ 2 

r ( k ) and μr ( k ) are es-

imated from r ( k ). 

Next we describe the practical aspects of using this filter in the

iltering Module. Each vector v i as constructed above is processed

eparately as follows: 

I. Computing the local means v ( 
lm ) 

i 
and the local squares v ( 

ls ) 
i 

. For

 pixel with index k sufficiently far from the ends of each v such
i 
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hat ( k + j ) does not address elements outside of it: 

 

( lm ) 
i ( k ) = 

1 

M 

� (M−1) / 2 � ∑ 

j= −� M/ 2 � 
v i ( k + j ) ; v ( ls ) 

i ( k ) = 

1 

M 

� (M−1) / 2 � ∑ 

j= −� M/ 2 � 
v 2 i ( k + j ) ,

(8) 

here M is the moving-average window size. When M is odd (pre-

erred) the window is symmetric, but M even is also possible. We

eceived optimal results with M = 3 , but good overall performance

an be achieved from 2 to about 7. 

The pixel values in the end of one v i are typically different from

hose in the beginning of the next v i + 1 . This creates signal dis-

ontinuities, processing which may lead to undesired artifacts. To

void this, we pad with replicas of the pixels at either end; the

added values can also be a suitably chosen constant. It is also

ossible to shorten the computation of each v ( 
lm ) 

i 
and v ( 

ls ) 
i 

when

he averaging window goes beyond the boundaries of v i , which

ethod we recommend. Incorporating such methods to avoid edge

ffects may seem trivial, but actually it is important because ap-

lying tightly a fingertip to the regions close to the scanner platen

dges is difficult and therefore the pixels in these regions typically

ontain little to no fingerprint pattern, so the scanner pattern es-

imate there can be made very accurate if such edge effects are

voided. 

Another important aspect of the processing here is using a win-

owing function in (8) . By multiplying the pixel values by a win-

ow, the pixels away from the current index have lower weight

nd their effect on the smoothing is reduced, which can increase

he performance. For simplicity, we do not use windowing. 

II. Computing the local variance vector v ( 
lv ) 

i 
and the scaling coeffi-

ient vector d i . For the index k from 1 to N : 

 

( lv ) 
i ( k ) = v ( ls ) 

i ( k ) −
[ 
v ( lm ) 

i ( k ) 

] 2 
(9) 

 i ( k ) = 

max 

(
0 , v ( lv ) 

i ( k ) − σ 2 
w 

)
max 

(
v ( lv ) 

i ( k ) , σ 2 
w 

) , (10) 

here σ 2 
w 

is the Wiener filter variance. It determines the overall

erformance and is a critically important trade-off parameter that

ontrols the accuracy. For the Wiener filter, the “signal” is the fin-

erprint pattern and the “noise” is the combined effect of the scan-

er pattern and the (spatial) scanner noise. By increasing σ 2 
w 

, x will

ontain more pixels with scanner pattern, but the distortion from

he fingerprint pattern in them will also be larger. By decreasing
2 
w 

, x will contain fewer pixels but with a more accurate estimate

f the scanner pattern. Therefore, using the value of σ 2 
s to derive

 value for σ 2 
w 

in a simplistic way is not recommended. Instead,

he best value of σ 2 
w 

should be established as result of optimiza-

ion and tests, preferably with a large number of scanners of the

ame type and under different environmental conditions. We rec-

mmend σ 2 
w 

to be about 30 in direct mode and about 2 · 10 −8 in

nverse mode. When optimization is not feasible, as a very approx-

mate guideline, the variance σ 2 
w 

can be set to σ 2 
s + σ 2 

n in direct

ode and to a similarly computed value by using the Gaussian ap-

roximation in inverse mode. It is also possible to raise each d i on

ower βw 

, which controls the relative weight of d i with respect

o the difference between v ( lv ) 
i ( k ) and σ 2 

w 

, which may improve the

erformance. We chose here βw 

= 1 for simplicity, but other values

an also be used, in particular βw 

= 2 . 

III. Computing the smoothed signal v ( 
s ) 

i 
. 

 

( s ) 
i ( k ) = v ( lm ) 

i ( k ) + d i ( k ) . 
[ 
v i ( k ) − v ( lm ) 

i ( k ) 

] 
(11)
here k is from 1 to N and i is from 1 to c . Next, v i 
( s ) are con-

atenated as column vectors to form the smoothed signal v ( s ) T =
 v ( 

s ) T 
1 

v ( 
s ) T 

2 
· · · v ( 

s ) T 
c ] . 

Finally, the output x is x ( k ) = v ( k ) − v ( s ) ( k ) , where k is an in-

ex from 1 to cN . Figs. 11 and 12 show examples for v and x in

irect and inverse modes. 

.4.4. Masking module 

This module marks as to be used the pixels of x that contain

ufficiently accurate estimates of the scanner pattern and as not to

e used the remaining pixels, thus producing a binary mask y . This

odule has several modes (see [50,53,54] ), which also depend on

he mode of the Filtering Module. Next we describe the magnitude

asking mode for the adaptive Wiener filter. 

In regions where the vector v changes very little, e.g., in valleys

nd in areas with no fingerprint pattern, the adaptive Wiener filter

uppresses these small changes because the SNR, with “signal” be-

ng the fingerprint pattern along with the (variable) mean μs of the

canner pattern, is small and thus the filter treats v as containing

redominantly “noise.” Therefore, the vector x , the difference be-

ween v and its smoothed version, gives an accurate estimate of

he scanner pattern. Hence, the magnitude of x can be used as a

riterion for the usefulness of the pixel in question: if its magni-

ude is sufficiently large, the corresponding pixel is marked as to

e used (i.e., with 1 in y ). On the other hand, in regions where

 undergoes significant changes, such as in transitions between a

alley and a ridge, the Wiener filter leaves v almost unaltered be-

ause its SNR is large and thus the filter does not suppress the

noise.” Thus, the magnitude of x is close to 0 and using these x

ay lead to inaccurate estimate of the scanner pattern; therefore,

hese regions are marked as not to be used (with 0 in y ). 

In regions without fingerprint pattern, i.e., where no skin

ouches the scanner, the adaptive Wiener filter estimates the (vari-

ble) mean μs of the scanner pattern because for the filter, μs is

he “signal,” and thus x becomes an estimate of the variable part

 v . Hence, these pixels are marked with 1. Finally, regions with

idges where g ( i, j ) is saturated (and thus constant, which produces

 of 0) cannot be used for estimating the scanner pattern and are

arked with 0. 

In summary, the magnitude of x ( k ) can determine if a pixel

hould be used as an estimate of the scanner pattern or not. Thus,

 ( k ) = 1 if | x ( k )| ≥αw 

σ w 

, and y ( k ) = 0 otherwise; k is from 1 to cN .

he scaling coefficient αw 

is suitably chosen as a trade-off param-

ter that controls the level of scanner noise contained in the pix-

ls marked to be used. By increasing αw 

, more pixels (with small

agnitudes) are discarded because in them the scanner noise is

omparable with the scanner pattern and thus it is better to not

se them; this leaves for matching fewer pixels but with stronger

canner pattern. On the other hand, by decreasing αw 

, more pix-

ls with scanner noise comparable with the scanner pattern are

sed for matching (and averaged in the correlator). The best value

f αw 

should be established as result of optimization and tests;

hen such are not feasible, we recommend αw 

be about 0.50 in

oth direct and inverse modes. 

The process is depicted in Fig. 11 . For better visibility, only the

rst 60 rows (1/6 of all) of one column are shown. We used an

mage with air instead of an image with another fingerprint for

learer visual illustration because when both images are with fin-

erprints, the pixels masked in common in a single column are few

nd sparsely distributed. An image acquired with air contains both

he scanner pattern and the scanner noise and this is sufficient to

llustrate the concept. Three clusters of pixels on each of the three

lots are boxed to serve as examples for the pairs of pixels that

re masked as to be used; the determination for this is shown in

he middle plot. The lowest plot shows the common pixels after

he masking, which are 37 in total (only about 10% of all 360 in a
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Fig. 11. Signals for Wiener filtering and magnitude masking in direct mode. 
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single column). Still, the correlation coefficient is very high:

0.9462. 

Fig. 12 shows the process for the same signals in inverse mode.

The first plot is enlarged to make the valleys clearly visible. The

three boxed clusters of pixels correspond to the same clusters as

in direct mode ( Fig. 11 ), with two more pixels masked as to be

used. The visual comparison of the accuracy of the scanner pattern

estimates (the lowest plots in both figures) is in favor of the in-

verse mode. The common pixels here are 34 in total, slightly fewer

than in direct mode, and the correlation coefficient is also slightly

smaller (0.9413). However, these differences are too small to

generalize about the overall performance. 

3.4.5. Matching module 

This module computes a similarity score between the scanner

patterns extracted from two images and produces a decision as to

whether or not they are sufficiently similar. Let x e and x q be the

outputs of the Filtering Module when the input is an image g e ac-

quired during the scanner enrolment and an image g q acquired

during the scanner verification, respectively. The corresponding

outputs of the Masking Module are y e and y q . The Matching Mod-

ule (i) selects the common pixels marked as useful in y e and y q ,

(ii) quantifies in a score the similarity between x e and x q for these

common pixels, and (iii) compares this score with a threshold, pro-
ucing a binary decision d as to whether g e and g q have been

cquired by the same scanner or not. 

Quantifying the similarity between x e and x q can be done

50,53,54] in several ways (modes): by using a correlation coef-

cient (preferred), a normalized correlation, or a relative mean-

quare error. Correlation, i.e., matched filtering, is a natural choice

s it is the conventional method for detecting digital water-

arks and has already been used for identifying digital cameras

17] . Being a robust and simple method, correlation requires lit-

le computational power, which is very important for the intended

pplications of this authentication. 

Let D be the set of all indices k for which both y e (k ) = 1 and

 q (k ) = 1 , i.e., the pixels masked to be used in both x e and x q ,

nd N D be the number of elements in D . In case of a correlation

oefficient, the similarity score is: 

 = 

( x 

′ 
e − x 

′ 
e ) · ( x 

′ 
q − x 

′ 
q ) 

‖ x 

′ 
e − x 

′ 
e ‖ ‖ x 

′ 
q − x 

′ 
q ‖ 

, (12)

here x ′ e and x ′ q are vectors containing only those elements of

 e and x q , respectively, whose indices are in D . x ′ e and x ′ q are

he means of the elements of x ′ e and x ′ q , respectively. If any

f the denominator terms is 0, then z = 0 . The decision d is 1

scanner match) if z ≥ τ , a threshold predetermined as result of
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Fig. 12. Signals for Wiener filtering and magnitude masking in inverse mode. 
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ptimization and as a trade-off between FAR and FRR; d is 0

therwise. 

If the number N D is less than a predetermined value, then the

umber of common pixels is insufficient to compute a reliable sim-

larity score and make a decision; thus, a new image has to be ac-

uired. We established N D experimentally, and for the area UPEK

canners, we recommend N D be about 100. 

To improve the fingerprint authentication accuracy, several im-

ges are typically used to enroll a fingerprint. These images can

e also used to improve the scanner authentication accuracy. In

ne way of using multiple images acquired during the scanner en-

ollment, the Matching Module performs (i) and (ii) (see 3.4.5 ) for

ach pair of one enrolled image and the query image, and then

omputes the average of all scores; this average is used to perform

iii). In another way, an “average” enrolled scanner pattern x e,a is

omputed by pixel-wise averaging all enrolled x e for the common

ixels masked as useful, and then the average x e,a is used as a

ingle enrolled x e for matching. This, however, sometimes may be

uboptimal because thus computed x e,a may become considerably

istorted for some pixels. Also, the pixels masked as useful that are

ommon for all enrolled x e may be too few to compute a reliable

imilarity score. 
.5. Performance 

Besides the modes we proposed above, the modules can also

perate in other modes, as described in [50,53,54] , delivering vary-

ng overall performance in trade-off with computational require-

ents: the performance decreases gradually when fewer pixels or

ess complex modes are used. In one well-performing combina-

ion, the Preprocessing Module operates in inverse mode, the Fil-

ering Module uses an adaptive Wiener filter with M = 3 , variance
2 
w 

= 2 · 10 −8 , and βw 

= 1 , the Masking Module uses magnitude

asking with a scaling coefficient αw 

= 0 . 45 , and the Matching

odule uses a correlation coefficient. We tested this combination

n 4400 images acquired at room temperature in the course of

bout 2 years by 22 area UPEK scanners with 10 images per finger

rom all 10 fingers of 2 adults (a male and a female). Only a single

mage g e was used for scanner enrolment and only a single im-

ge g q for scanner verification. Every image was matched against

ll other images. Only one of the matchings, AB or BA, was com-

uted since all processing is completely symmetric with respect to

 e and g q . Fig. 13 shows the normalized histograms (integrating

o 1) of the distributions of correlation coefficients with the query

mage g q acquired by the same scanner (“self correlations”) and
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Fig. 13. Performance at room temperature when using 50 and 128 columns. 
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by a different one (“cross correlations”). The upper plot shows the

case when only 50 columns (almost 20% of all), chosen roughly

uniformly, were used; the lower plot shows when 128 columns

(half of all) were used. The total number of matchings in each per-

formance plot is about 10 million. In either case, the two distri-

butions do not overlap and are very clearly separated with their

means about 0.84 apart. This means that both the empirical FAR

and the empirical FRR are 0 (and hence the empirical EER is also 0)

for a decision threshold that varies in a wide range. There were no

failures to enroll or verify. The distributions of the self correlations

are very similar in their means and standard deviations, implying

that using 2.56 times more columns yields little gain in quantify-

ing the scanner pattern similarity between images acquired by the

same scanner. However, the distributions of the cross correlations

are markedly different: although their means are close, the 128-

column distribution is much narrower, as visible from its standard

deviation and range. 

Next we fitted a Normal-inverse Gaussian (NIG) distribu-

tion [56] , which fits extremely well, on the cross correlation

distributions by using the expectation-maximization parameter es-

timation method of [57] and fitted a Dagum distribution [58] on
he self correlation distributions by using the maximum-likelihood

stimation routine of MATLAB. The values of their parameters are

hown in Fig. 13 and correspond to: 

• NIG ( α, β , μ, δ), where α is tail heaviness, β is asymmetry, μ is

location, and δ is scale; and 

• Dagum ( a, b, p, γ ) with a CDF F (x ; a, b, p, γ ) = (1 + ( x −γ
b 

) 
−a 

) 
−p 

. 

The goodness of fit of these distributions is shown on the

robability-probability plots underneath in the same figure. By us-

ng these distribution fits, we estimated EERs: 4 . 77 · 10 −7 for 50

olumns and 2 . 51 · 10 −7 for 128 columns; the corresponding de-

ision thresholds are shown in each plot. The similarly estimated

OC curves around the EERs are shown in Fig. 14 . 

To this pool of images, we added 1320 images acquired by

he same 22 scanners at 2 additional temperatures (5 °C and 40 °C,

pproximately), with 10 images per finger from 3 fingers (right

humb, right index, and right little) of one of the persons. The

erformance (with over 26 million matchings) when using 50

olumns is shown in Fig. 15 . The distribution of cross correlations

s very similar to that in Fig. 13 for 50 columns. The distribution

f self correlations is slightly wider (visible from the increased
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Fig. 14. ROC curves when using 50 columns and 128 columns. 

Fig. 15. Performance at 3 temperatures using only 50 columns of an image. 
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tandard deviation) and its tail reaches lower, proving the earlier

bservation that temperature does have some effect on the scan-

er pattern. Again, there were no failures to enroll or verify. 

.6. Features 

olving the open-set problem. Our method is a solution to the

arder, open-set problem because the decision threshold τ , once

ptimized, is fixed and is used to binary classify the query image

s being acquired or not by the authentic scanner without com-

aring it with any other scanner image (besides the enrolled im-

ge). In contrast, solutions to closed-set problems only point to the

canner that most likely acquired the query image in a fixed group

f scanners. 

ccuracy. To our best knowledge, the method we propose here is

he second most accurate one (next to our earlier method detailed

n [49,51] ) by providing estimated error rates in the order of 10 −7 

the empirical error rates are 0) and for fingerprint scanners of ex-

ctly the same acquisition technology, manufacturer, and model.

urthermore, it requires only a single image for scanner enrolment

nd a single image for the scanner verification. The performance of

he combination proposed here is just an example for its potential,

ot the upper bound for its accuracy. A larger set of modes is de-

cribed in [50,54] , which also provide more tools to optimize the

erformance and implement the modules on a particular platform.

omputational efficiency and speed. We envision that the main ap-

lication of the method will be in mobile devices, which are con-
trained both in computational power and in energy, and there-

ore the computational efficiency is very important, with sim-

licity being the central goal. We achieved this by using only

ne-dimensional signal processing and avoiding any transforms

e.g., Fourier) across domains; this also results in linear depen-

ence between the number of computations needed and the num-

er of pixels used. Furthermore, since the scanner authentication

s only one part of the user authentication (the fingerprint au-

hentication is another one), the time it adds has to be very little.

ven in case the authentication takes place on the cloud, the effi-

iency and speed are of importance. Finally, high speed of match-

ng is very important if the method is to be also used for scan-

er identification. Our executable floating-point implementation of

he method using 50 columns on a laptop with a low-performance

rocessor Intel T2300 (32 bit, running at 1.66 GHz) takes less than

0 ms per scanner verification. 

mplementation and scalability. Because of its great simplicity and

epending on what is available, our method can be implemented

ntirely in software, entirely in hardware, or partially in both.

or example, in the Filtering Module, computing a conventional

onvolution for the local means and local squares is unnecessary

ince the adaptive Wiener filter simply scales the adjacent pix-

ls in a window by 1/ M . In case of a fixed-point implementation,

his can be further speed-optimized by choosing M to be a power

f 2 so that the division becomes “shift right” as a microprocessor

nstruction or a hardware operation. An FFT accelerator can com-

ute the correlation. The different modes of the modules allow

ranularity with varying degrees of complexity depending on the
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Fig. 16. Bipartite verification. 
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constraints, and the accuracy increases when more pixels are used.

A good accuracy can be achieved by using even only 10 columns

(out of 256), which is only 4% of all image pixels. 

Robustness, stability, and fixed-point implementation. Making the

method robust in a wide variety of conditions was a very impor-

tant objective as this can ensure its broad adoption. We developed

it specifically to work in a range of temperatures and with a sig-

nificant amount of water on the fingertip (not just the ordinary

skin moisture). Our method also handles particularly well (via the

Masking Module) the problem arising from pressing strongly the

fingertip to the scanner platen, in turn allowing different pressure

of the fingertip. In addition to working with images containing pat-

terns of two different fingers, both as patterns and as finger types,

the method works properly even when not a fingertip but another

body part is applied to the scanner (e.g., a palm) because it inher-

ently does not rely on specific characteristics of the fingerprint pat-

tern. Furthermore, the module parameters can vary in wide ranges.

All modules and modes are also unconditionally stable as there are

no feedback loops in any form and at any level. Since floating-

point coprocessors are typically absent in mobile phones, being

implementable in fixed-point arithmetic is another very impor-

tant advantage of our method because it tolerates round-off errors

due to finite-length effects in the parameter, coefficient, and sig-

nal quantization. The pixel depth of the input image g is limited to

8 bits/pixel, which simplifies the scaling at the interfaces between

the consecutive stages of processing in both a microprocessor and

dedicated computational hardware. All processing revolves around

computing moving-average sums, which cannot create overshoots

in the intermediate signals, and around scaling by bounded num-

bers. Computing the correlation involves multiplication and accu-

mulation of two signals and can operate with the running indices

so that the running sum never exceeds the dynamic range of the

finite-precision arithmetic unit. The rest are indexing operations

and comparisons. 

Our method also does not employ transforms across domains

(e.g., a wavelet transform), which are typically susceptible to nu-

merical problems due to the finite word length. The inverse mode,

however, may require care when implemented in fixed-point be-

cause of potential round-off errors. Finally, our method has an edge

even over (future) methods that require floating point computa-

tions and use software libraries for this because they will probably

be more time and/or energy consuming. 

Cost and deployment in existing systems. The method was de-

signed for and tested on a mainstream, general-purpose, commer-

cial off-the-shelf, low-cost fingerprint scanners as mobile devices

are most likely to be equipped only with such components. Since

the method does not require any changes in the scanner, it can

also be added to systems already manufactured and even put into

service by upgrading their software or programmable hardware. 

Other. Since only a single image is needed for scanner enrolment

(and for scanner verification), our method can perform automatic

scanner re-enrolment. After every successful scanner verification,

the query scanner pattern can be stored as a newly enrolled scan-

ner pattern and thus adapt the system to long-term variations of

the scanner pattern. An extension of this can improve the secu-

rity by enrolling a new set of columns (or rows), which can be

chosen at random; instead of columns or in addition to columns,

rows can even be enrolled. The security is improved because an

attacker cannot predict this randomness when constructing images

with embedded counterfeit scanner pattern. As the method can es-

timate the scanner pattern from images with air without adapta-

tion, this can enable (periodic) trustworthiness verification by ac-

quiring images with air and performing implicit scanner authen-
ications. Similarly, to further increase the accuracy of the scan-

er pattern estimate and the authentication in general, the system

hen idle can acquire for this tens or hundreds of images with air.

Finally, we have also implemented our method in software

hat processes live images, acquired by the scanners, and success-

ully demonstrated it [59] at the Biometric Consortium Conference

nd Technology Expo (now Federal Identity Forum & Homeland

ecurity) in Tampa, Florida, in September 2011 and 2012. 

. Applications 

A scanner authentication consists of a scanner enrolment and

 scanner verification. In our works [49,53,54] , we introduced the

erm bipartite authentication to denote the two-part authentication:

 biometric authentication with a scanner authentication, a com-

ination that verifies the authenticity of both the user and the

ngerprint scanner. A bipartite authentication consists of a bipar-

ite enrolment , which enrolls both the biometric information of the

egitimate user and the scanner pattern of the legitimate scan-

er extracted from the same image(s), and a bipartite verification

see Fig. 16 ), which verifies both the biometric information and

he scanner pattern contained in the query image in order to grant

ccess. Thus, the scanner authentication implements an additional

ayer of security that verifies the authenticity of the acquisition de-

ice of the fingerprint image. As the bipartite authentication veri-

es both who the user is (their fingerprint) and what the user has

their scanner), it binds the user and the device. 

The method we propose, based on extracting and matching the

canner pattern, can be used to authenticate a scanner and thus

etect attacks on it [1] , e.g., to detect a malicious replacement of

he authentic scanner or a replay of a stolen image of the au-

hentic fingerprint at the input of the fingerprint authentication

ubsystem (which can be hardware and/or software), see Fig. 17 .

his type of attack is becoming increasingly feasible in mobile de-

ices, e.g., smartphones equipped with fingerprint scanners as such

ave become readily available: from Fujistu with its REGZA and

RROWS, Apple since iPhone 5s, and Samsung since Galaxy S5, to
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Fig. 17. An attack in a device. 
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ame a few. Mobile devices can be easily stolen, giving to an at-

acker physical access to them and thus the ability to launch so

owerful an attack. This is a growing security threat as the biomet-

ic information has a low degree of secrecy and the widespread

se of biometric technologies makes it essentially publicly avail-

ble [60] . In particular, an attacker may possess stolen partial or

ven complete fingerprint information of the legitimate user, in-

luding digital images acquired by an unauthentic fingerprint scan-

er, or information about user’s fingertip obtained from a latent

i.e., left on a surface) fingerprint. The attacker may also create a

igital forgery of the authentic fingerprint or digitally synthesize

n image from the fingerprint features (e.g., minutiae) of the le-

itimate user. Finally, the attacker may also acquire an image by

pplying to the scanner a physical forgery of a real fingertip, e.g., a

ummy finger made of Play-Doh or a foil with printed fingerprint

attern on it, as described in [60] . In all these cases, and as also

emonstrated in [61,62] that phone’s fingerprint authentication can

e easily spoofed, such attacks on a system employing merely a

ngerprint authentication may succeed. 

Another attack will arise if (or better say when) online services

tart performing fingerprint (and generally, biometric) authentica-

ion on the cloud because this will open plenty of vulnerabilities

n both the transit and the storage of the images. When added,

owever, the scanner authentication can detect all of these attacks

rovided that the scanner which acquired the fake image is dif-

erent from the authentic scanner; digitally synthesized images are

ven easier to detect as they don’t contain a scanner pattern at all.

The proposed scanner authentication even has the potential to

hange the conventional paradigm of the user authentication by

eplacing the password by the scanner pattern. The typical method

or user authentication today consists of providing the pair of a

sername, which serves as an identifier, and a password, which

erves as an authenticator. The username has to be unique among

he other users of the system because it identifies each user. More-

ver, the username can be publicly known, so that, for example,

ther people can email each particular user. Finally, although the

sername can be changed, once set, usually it is not changeable

nd not revocable. The password, on the other hand, has to be

ept secret and known only by the legitimate user. The password

an be changed very easily and directly by the user. Providing the

assword verifies the authenticity of the legitimate user, so the

assword is user’s authenticator. In user authentications that em-

loy biometrics, it has been traditionally used as an authentica-

or and assumed to be secret (like a password). However, the bio-

etric information, such as face, fingerprint, and iris, has a low

egree of secrecy as it can be captured by an unintended recipi-

nt and even without user’s consent. For example, capturing fin-

erprint patterns from latent prints (from glass cups and even

rom smartphones) and using them to spoof the authentication to

hones has been shown to be easy, as pointed out above. Fur-

hermore, the widespread use of biometric technologies is set to

ake the biometric information essentially publicly available, with

he face photos being public even today. Finally, unlike passwords,

he biometric characteristics are difficult to change and cannot be

evoked. Because of this and because they are unique, many

iometric modalities have been used to identify individuals for
ecades (e.g., face and iris), even a century (fingerprint, as initially

sed in law enforcement). Therefore, the biometric information is

etter suited to be the identifier, not the authenticator, in the au-

hentication of people to systems. For authenticator, we propose

sing the scanner pattern because it is unique, random but persis-

ent, and invisible to the naked eye; it is also embedded in each

mage the scanner (and hence the device) produces. Furthermore,

eplacing a compromised device (e.g., a phone) is incomparably

asier and cheaper than replacing a compromised biometrics (e.g.,

 fingertip). For all these reasons, we envision a new paradigm of

ser authentication where the biometric information (the finger-

rint pattern in our case) is the identifier and the scanner pattern

and by extension, the device it resides in) is the authenticator.

oth the identifier and the authenticator are contained in the same

ngerprint image and both of them are verified in order to grant

ccess to the system. 

Another example for using the scanner authentication is a con-

extual authentication or enforcing different user rights depending

n the access device. For example, a bank service that over the In-

ernet receives fingerprint images both from user’s home computer

nd from user’s phone for increased security may limit the permit-

ed operations only to low-privilege ones (like checking account

alances) when the user authenticates from her phone because

t is easier to steal or compromise. The differentiation is made

ased on the different scanner patterns of the fingerprint scanners

resent in her computer and in her phone. Although not a mali-

ious or physical replacement, this is a type of scanner replace-

ent. Other possible areas of application include mobile wallets,

ccess to health care and medical records, and asset management.

he scanner pattern can also provide source of randomness (e.g.,

or cryptographic purposes) and be used for a standalone device

dentification. 

ppendix. Gaussian approximation of the inverse of a Gaussian 

andom variable 

Let X , representing the scanner pattern s ( i, j ), be a Gaussian

andom variable with a PDF f X ( x ) ∼ N (μ, σ 2 ). We claim that Y 
� =

 /X can be assumed to be Gaussian if μ �σ . The intuition is

hat the larger a given abscissa value x 0 (= μ) is, the closer the

unction y = 1 /x becomes to a line. Hence, small perturbations

x around x 0 give almost linearly dependent on them devia-

ions �y , i.e., �y ≈ k �x . Therefore, a Gaussian �x will be almost

inearly transformed into �y , which is then also Gaussian by a

heorem. 

In the worst case, μ is about 100 (the smallest scanner pattern)

nd σ is about 5 (its largest standard deviation), possibly with the

canner noise also included in it. Thus, μ �σ . Denoting Q ( · ) as

he tail distribution function of the standard normal distribution,

e have: 

 (X > 0) = Q ( (0 − 100) / 5 ) ≈ 1 − 3 · 10 

−89 = 1 

or practical purposes. Moreover, the pixel values in images ac-

uired by the UPEK scanners are positive. Next, for U ∼ N (0, 1),

 

Q(u ) ] 
′ 
u = [ 1 − P (U ≤ u ) ] 

′ 
u = − f U (u ) . Then: 

 (Y ≤ y ) = P 

(
1 

X 

≤ y 

)
= P 

(
X ≥ 1 

y 

)
= Q 

(
1 /y − μ

σ

)
f Y (y ) = [ P (Y ≤ y ) ] 

′ 
y = Q 

(
1 /y − μ

σ

)′ 

y 

= − 1 √ 

2 π
exp 

(
−1 

2 

(
1 /y − μ

σ

)2 
)(

1 /y − μ

σ

)′ 

y 

= 

1 √ 

2 πσy 2 
exp 

(
− ( 1 /y − μ) 

2 

2 σ 2 

)
. 
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Fig. 18. Inverse of a Gaussian RV: the exact PDF and the approximate PDF. 
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Since μ �σ , we make two approximations: 

(i) y 2 ≈ 1/μ2 because y ’s variations around 1/μ are very small.

Moreover, when | y − 1 /μ| � 0 , f Y ( y ) is dominated by the ex-

ponent, which then tends to 0 anyway; and 

(ii) exp (− (1 /y −μ) 2 

2 σ 2 ) ≈ exp (− (y −1 /μ) 2 

2(σ /μ2 ) 2 
) around 1/μ. This can be

deduced by using the Taylor series of ( 1 /y − μ) around 1/μ,

where: (
1 

y 
− μ

)
= 

∞ ∑ 

n =1 

(−1) n n ! 

y n +1 

∣∣∣∣
y =1 /μ

(
y − 1 

μ

)n 

n ! 

= 

∞ ∑ 

n =1 

(−1) n μn +1 ( y − 1 /μ) 
n 

(the zeroth term is 0). 

Since y ≈ 1/μ, it suffices to consider only the first term, so

we obtain ( 1 /y − μ) ≈ −μ2 ( y − 1 /μ) , which yields the ap-

proximation in (ii). 

Substituting approximations (i) and (ii) gives: 

f Y (y ) ≈ 1 √ 

2 π
(
σ/μ2 

)exp 

( 

− ( y − 1 /μ) 
2 

2 

(
σ/μ2 

)2 

) 

(13)

which is the PDF of N (1/μ, ( σ /μ2 ) 2 ). The numerical evaluation

of the approximation for the typical case when X ∼ N (200, 5 2 ) is

shown in Fig. 18 . For the approximating Gaussian, μY = 1 /μX =
5 · 10 −3 and σY = σX /μ

2 
X 

= 0 . 125 · 10 −3 . The second subplot shows

the relative error with the exact PDF, which is within ± 10% in

the range of ± 2 σ Y around μY . The tails beyond ± 2 σ Y have prob-

ability 2 Q(2) ≈ 4 . 55 · 10 −2 , so for about 5% of the pixels, this

approximation is relatively inaccurate. Considering the deviations

from normality we observed in X beyond ± 2 σ and especially
X 
he outliers beyond ± 3 σ X , we believe this approximation inac-

uracy is adequate. The third subplot shows the transformation
 

−2 σ 2 log 
(√ 

2 πσh (y ) 
)
, where h ( y ) is each PDF. When h ( y ) ∼ N (μ,

2 ), it becomes the linear | y − μ| , used for better visual compari-

on. More details, including hypothesis tests on toy random signals,

re provided in [50] . 
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